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Tactical Medical Solutions® Inc. was formed to develop quality, effective supplies and equipment 

for combat and tactical medicine. We knew what worked for us in that environment and wanted 

to share it with as many people as possible. Our products reflect our experience, situations we 

have faced and friends we have lost. Our goal is to prevent others from experiencing those losses 

by offering equipment that allows them to operate more efficiently and effectively. Minimizing 

preventable death in a combat or tactical environment is a realistic and attainable goal and we are 

proud to offer products that will help you reach it.

All of our employees are former tactical medical professionals or have a close relationship with 

them. We maintain close ties with some of the most elite and experienced medics in the world and 

every one of our products must pass their evaluation before we put our name on it.

Tactical Medicine Education

As a leader in tactical medicine, Tactical Medical Solutions® also provides educational resources on 

their Educational Portal. Please view the latest ideas in tactical medicine at:

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/blog/
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The SOF® Tourniquet Gen 4 is built upon its original ruggedness and durability, which was the result of 

an exhaustive 24-month research initiative compiling end-user research and laboratory studies. The 

tourniquet is comprised of high-strength, lightweight alloy components. Its design allows the tourniquet 

to slide over a limb or, if the limb is trapped, the tourniquet can be rapidly disconnected and reconnected 

around the limb without rethreading the strap. With one application method for both the arm and the leg, 

the Gen 4 is the easiest tourniquet to operate under stress, which can lead to reduced levels of blood loss 

and ultimately better quality patient care.

The Gen 4 still maintains its true 1.5” tourniquet strap, providing a wider compression pattern than most 

standard tourniquets or tourniquets with a 1” constricting band moving through a 1.5” sleeve. The wider 

compression pattern results in additional arterial compression and increased patient comfort. 

Additionally, each tourniquet is shipped with two UV-resistant black rubber bands for mounting to your 

individual equipment.

The SOF® Tourniquet Gen 4 is one of only two windlass tourniquets approved for use by the Department 

of Defense, one of only two windlass tourniquets approved for use by the Committee on Tactical Combat 

Casualty Care, and the tourniquet of choice for the American Red Cross. It is used by everyone from elite 

military operators around the world to the largest police departments in the country to fire and EMS 

paramedics on the streets to civilians in everyday public places just trying to be prepared.

These customers chose the SOF® Tourniquet because it was the best option on the market. And now, the 

best tourniquet just got better.
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The SOF® Tourniquet Generation 4 (SOF®TT-W) 

is a true generational upgrade to the most 

effective windlass tourniquet on the market 

featuring 4 key upgrades:

The SOF® Tourniquet GEN 4  features: 

Retention Clip  

The Retention Clip helps to secure the windlass 

by locking it in place once the tourniquet has 

been applied. This is especially helpful for  

one-handed applications, resulting in faster 

application times and doubling the security 

of the device in combination with the tri-ring 

during patient movements. 

5.5” Windlass  

The increase in length eases the process of 

securing the windlass into the clip and tri-

ring, increasing the effectiveness of the dual 

retention system. It still maintains its distinct 

conical ends while being machined from a 

single piece of aircraft-grade aluminum bar 

stock and anodized to minimize the product’s 

signature in a tactical environment. 

Quick-Compression Buckle 

The Quick-Compression Buckle, added to the 

tourniquet last year, allows for smoother buckle 

manipulation due to its rounded edges. This 

also allows for easier one-handed application 

and overall faster application time.

Reinforced Material 

Yes, we found a way to make the strongest 

tourniquet even stronger. 

 

Available for purchase on GSA. 

US PATENT: 8,303,620 and D649,642 and 7,776,064

 Each tourniquet ships with  

 two UV resistant black rubber  

 bands for mounting to your  

 individual equipment.

Color/BLACK   

Part Number: SOFTT-W

NSN Number:  

6515-01-587-9943 

Color/TRAINER BLUE   

Part Number:  

SOFTT-W-TRN

Color/RESCUE ORANGE    

Part Number:  

SOFTT-W-R 

Color/RED    

Part Number:  

SOFTT-W-RC

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS:

SOF® TOURNIQUET GEN 4

1 

Color/TAN    

Part Number:  

SOFTT-W-TAN

2 

3 

4 

https://www.tacmedsolutions.com/SOF-Tourniquet-Gen-4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKMBaGvghWE


Advantages of the SOF® Tactical Tourniquet:

1 100% Effective. Proven to be 100% effective during US Army  

 Institute of Surgical Research testing.

2 Simple application. The SOF®TT provides the necessary  

 effectiveness with an unmatched level of simplicity to  

 increase the overall effectiveness of the device. The SOF®TT  

 is applied the same to an arm or leg. Unlike other tourniquets  

 that require you to learn two methods of application and  

 implement the proper method when under stress.

3 Durability. The SOF®TT is constructed of quality, high  

 strength materials. The tourniquet handle is machined from a  

 solid piece of aircraft aluminum and maintains its strength in  

 extreme temperatures. The tri-rings are molded Acetyl, a high  

 impact plastic that will also maintain its strength in extreme  

 operating conditions.

4 Reliable. The SOF® Tactical Tourniquet is designed to reduce  

 the chance of accidental release or mechanical failure. Unlike  

 other materials including Velcro®, the fastening system will  

 perform when soiled, muddy, frozen, or wet.

5 Safety set screw prevents accidental release of pressure  

 during tactical patient movement. The screw is not required to  

 gain hemorrhage control, but it is recommended if the patient  

 will be moved in a tactical environment.

6 Dual locking rings offer a back up locking system.
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The SOF® Tactical Tourniquet is one of the top performing tourniquets currently available. It is the tourniquet of 

choice for many of the world’s most elite and experienced warriors who have selected it for its outstanding ability  

to control severe bleeding, high level of reliability and ease of application. While some military units have  

replaced their issue tourniquets with the SOF®TT, other military units have implemented SOP’s stating that the  

SOF® Tactical Tourniquet is to be used on all lower extremity bleeds. That means the SOF®TT is the tourniquet  

that s trusted to control the most se ere e tremity hemorrhage on the attlefield

The key to successful implementation of a device to be used in a high stress environment is training and ease of use.  

or law en orcement o ficers, application o  the tourniquet is similar to the use o  a ho le  This e isting le el o  

familiarity reduces training time and aids in the effectiveness of the device.

Color/BLACK   

Part Number: SOFTT-NH

NSN Number:  

6515-01-587-7015

 

Color/TRAINER BLUE   

Part Number:  

SOFTT-NH-T

Color/RESCUE ORANGE   

Part Number: SOFTT-R

Rescue Version

Tan Case Shown

SOF® TACTICAL TOURNIQUET

Made in the USA

Available for purchase on GSA.

US PATENT: 8,303,620 and D649,642 and 7,776,064

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/SOF-TACTICAL-TOURNIQUET
https://youtu.be/7NbHImVQ4us


Part Number:K9TQ-RO

*NOT FOR HUMAN USE*

The K9 Tourniquet has been engineered to work effectively on tapered anatomy, 

such as the leg of a K9, and is designed to be placed high on the limb. It has 

integrated traction technology that prevents the tourniquet from slipping down 

the animal’s leg, which would result in a loss of compression. The slippage is 

amplified when the animal is started to e mo ed and e tricated  Slippage is a 

common occurrence when tourniquets or pressure dressings designed for humans 

are used on such tapered anatomy. The K9 Tourniquet addresses these issues and 

does so with a quick application time.

The TacMed™ K9 Tourniquet is included in the TacMed™ K9 Handler Trauma Kit.
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TACMED™ K9 TOURNIQUETSIMULATION TRAINING TOURNIQUET

Part Number:SIMTT

*NOT FOR HUMAN USE*

The Simulation Training Tourniquet utilizes Integrated Traction Technology to maintain the tourniquet’s position 

on tapered anatomy.  Its function is identical to the standard SOF® Tactical Tourniquet, so minimal training is 

required. This product is not designed or intended for human use. Please contact us for purchasing information.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/Simulation-Training-Tourniquet
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/TacMed-K9-Tourniquet


APPLICATION EFFICIENCY

During high stress situations, such as those involving 

casualties, stress effects on human performance often 

a ect the fine motor s ills o  indi iduals  This ma es simple 

tas s such as andage application more di ficult and time 

consuming. By creating a bandage where application involves 

only gross motor skills, no direction changes around hooks or 

bars, the Olaes® Modular Bandage significantly o ers a simpler 

and more effective solution in bandage options. The elastic 

simply requires wrapping where the elastic stays at instead 

of turning into a cord. Control of the elastic roll is maintained 

by the ‘Control Strips’ should the elastic be dropped. You no 

longer have to open or carry a package of gauze and a  

separate bandage as both are included in the same package.

A TRUE PRESSURE CUP

The unique pressure cup generates true focused pressure on 

top of the wound site where it is required, not circumferential 

pressure like an ineffective tourniquet. By generating this  

focused pressure, it helps occlude damaged vessels at the 

wound site where it is needed. It also reduces the amount 

of manual pressure required to be held, freeing up the care 

provider to treat other injuries or casualties. The pressure cup 

can also be removed and used as an eye cup for treatment of 

ocular injuries as recommended in the new TCCC guidelines.
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The Olaes® Modular Bandage is the newest generation of trauma bandages and is advantageous for all levels of care 

providers. Packed with features such as 3 meters of gauze, a removable occlusive plastic sheet behind the dressing pad, and 

a pressure bar that can also act as an eye cup, the advanced capabilities of the bandage are tucked neatly away and can be 

utilized if required or simply ignored. No hooks or clips to confuse or delay care. Velcro® ‘Control’ strips prevent the elastic 

roll from accidentally unraveling and secure the bandage throughout the application process.

Designed with direct input from some of the most experienced combat medics in the world, no detail has been left out. From 

the adhesive ‘brakes’ on the elastic bandage that prevent accidental unrolling, to the zig-zag packed gauze that easily feeds 

from the bandage, this is the most comprehensive feature packed bandage available without any added confusion. No other 

bandage offers so much versatility in such a small package. Cover minor wounds, apply truly effective pressure dressings, 

apply occlusive dressings, and have the ability to pack severe wounds with one bandage.

OLAES® MODULAR BANDAGE

Olaes® Modular Bandage features:

1 Latex Free.

2 Elastic wrap with built in  

 ‘Control Strips’ to prevent  

 inadvertent unraveling. 

3 Three meters of sterile 4 ply gauze.

4 Plastic occlusive sheet included in  

 dressing pocket. Transparent pressure  

 cup that focuses pressure on the  

 wound site and allows for visual  

 inspection of uncontrolled hemorrhage. 

5 Transparent pressure cup that focuses  

 pressure on the wound site and allows  

 for visual inspection of uncontrolled hemorrhage.

Olaes® Modular Bandage - 4”

Part Number: OAL-4

NSN Number: 6510-01-558-3342

Olaes® Modular Bandage - 6”

Part Number: OAL-6

NSN Number: 6510-01-558-3443

Olaes® Modular Bandage - Flat Pack  

Part Number: OALFP-4

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:

 4” Inch Bandage

 6” Inch Bandage

 Flat Pack

All options available for purchase on GSA.

US PATENT: 7,652,190, additional U.S. and foreign patents pending.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/OLAES-Modular-Bandage
https://youtu.be/YbKDNuLB54A


Tactical Medical Solutions® designed the Control™ Wrap to make life a little easier when under stress. Just as 

in our Olaes® and Blast® bandages, we incorporate a series of brakes into each elastic bandage. These brakes 

prevent accidental un-rolling during application. The brakes also provide grip surfaces during the wrapping  

process and assist in maintaining the desired pressure and position of the bandage. This is extremely helpful 

when changing angles during the wrapping process or bandaging awkward injuries.

Control™ Wrap - 4”

Part Number: CW4 

NSN Number:  

6510-01-609-1057

Control™ Wrap - 4”  

Box of 10

Part Number: CW4SC

 

Control™ Wrap - 6”

Part Number: CW6

 

Control™ Wrap - 6”  

Box of 10

Part Number: CW6SC

By reducing the risk of accidental unrolling of the bandage,  

you minimize the following risks:

1 Contaminating a clean bandage.

2 Waste of a bandage due to contamination.

3 Lost time while managing loose ends.

4 Loss of pressure after applying the  

 bandage due to shifting of material.

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:

 4” Inch Bandage

 6” Inch Bandage
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CONTROL™ WRAPBLAST® BANDAGE

The Blast® Bandage also offers a removable occlusive layer that 

covers a 19”x 19” area, or can be used to cover abdominal 

contents minimizing the loss of heat and moisture.

As with our other bandages, the “brakes” on the bandage help 

prevent accidental unrolling of the elastic wrap during high stress 

application. These brakes are especially helpful during the dressing 

of amputations. By providing multiple points of adhesion, the brakes 

prevent slippage of the elastic during  

the wrapping process. This creates a 

more secure, effective bandage and 

decreases the chance of the wound being  

exposed during movement.

Part Number: BLAST

NSN Number: 6510-01-586-4314

The Blast® Bandage was designed to provide the ability to quickly package traumatic amputations, burns and 

large pattern wounds with minimal use of supplies and effort. The Blast® Bandage provides a 20” X 20” treatment 

area, but packs to about the size of a 4” combat bandage.

Our large non-adherent wound pad can be easily wrapped around limbs and secured with the attached elastic 

wrap. It provides a large sterile protective covering for shrapnel wounds or burns. With such a large coverage  

area the Blast® Bandage is big enough to cover the entire back or chest of most casualties.

US PATENT: 7,663,015

Available for purchase on GSA. Individual Control Wraps available for purchase on GSA.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/BLAST-Bandage
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/Control-Wrap
https://youtu.be/3Io9inZjU5o
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QuikClot®  

Combat Gauze™ Trainer

Part Number: CG-T

Chitogauze

Part Number: CHITOXRPRO

ChitoGauze XR Pro is a hemostatic gauze dressing designed 

to control moderate to very severe hemorrhage. It features 

a radio-opaque strip making the dressing easy to identify 

during x-ray investigation. The XR Pro readily conforms to a 

wide range o  wound profiles, allowing easy wound pac ing 

and rapid control of bleeding. The chitosan is impregnated 

through the dressing and specifically designed to limit particle 

shedding into the wound, unlike other currently available 

dressings.

Features:

Hemostatic chitosan-impregnated gauze

X-ray opaque strip

Controls severe bleeding fast

Gau e li e dressing that is e i le and con orma le to tissue 

surfaces

No powders or granules

Safe and effective

Z-folded in sterile package for ease of application

Intuitive application

Dimensions: 3” x 4 yards

The Combat Gauze™ Moulage Trainer is designed to provide 

a gauze training aid for use during instructional scenarios. 

Ideal for treatment simulations and wound packing exercises 

utili ing artificial lood or other training aids, it is a 

completely inert training gauze (no hemostatic properties) 

that allows for proper instruction of the application of Combat 

Gauze. The Moulage Trainer comes in a resealable package 

that allows for multiple uses during exercises.  

Comes Z-folded.

QuikClot®  

Combat Gauze™ LE

Part Number: CG-LE 

NSN Number:  

6510-01-562-3325

 

QuikClot® 

EMS 4x4 Dressing

Part Number: QC-EMS

QuikClot® 

EMS Rolled Gauze

Part Number: QC-EMS-R

QuikClot® EMS 4x4 Dressing 

is a 4-ply, 4”x4”, soft, white, 

nonwoven, hydrophilic 

gauze impregnated with 

kaolin, an inorganic mineral 

that is safe and effective 

in accelerating the body’s 

natural clotting cascade 

without any exothermic 

reactions or use of animal 

or human proteins. Comes in 

an easy-to-tear pouch and 

packed 3 per clear  

poly bag.

QuikClot® Combat Gauze LE provides the same level of 

performance as the military version in a compact Z-folded 

packaging and now features a radiopaque marker that can 

easily be detected by an X-ray. Combat Gauze LE is 3 inches 

by 4 yards of kaolin-impregnated gauze and is recommended 

as the primary hemostatic agent for all branches of the US 

military. Each pack of combat gauze is vacuum-sealed in an 

easy tear pouch for rapid access.

Only a aila le or law en orcement or go ernment o ficials 

within the USA. This product cannot be shipped to military 

addresses or military users.

QuikClot® EMS Rolled 

Gauze is 3”x4’ of soft, white, 

nonwoven, hydrophilic 

gauze impregnated with 

kaolin, an inorganic  

mineral that is safe and 

effective in accelerating 

the body’s natural clotting 

cascade without any 

exothermic reactions or 

use of animal or human 

proteins. Comes packaged in 

an easy-to-tear pouch.

**Combat gauze LE is for  

Non Military purchasers only.  

This product cannot be shipped  

to military addresses or  

military users.**

QUIKCLOT® PRODUCTS

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/QuikClot-Combat-Gauze-Trainer
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/QuikClot-Combat-Gauze-LE
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/QuikClot-EMS-4x4-Dressing
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/QuikClot-EMS-Rolled-Gauze
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/ChitoGauze


Celox Rapid 

Part Number: CEL-R 

NSN Number:  

6510-01-623-9903

Celox-A

Part Number: CEL-A 

NSN Number:  

6510-01-623-9943

Celox 15 

Part Number: CEL15

Celox is currently considered one of the top two hemostatic 

agents available according to a recent study conducted by the 

US Army Institute of Surgical Research.

Its application is simple yet effective, and it has little effect on 

the surrounding tissue. If you are seeking a hemostatic agent 

for a kit or your organization, Celox is a great choice. This is a 

chitosan-based agent and is in granule form. Pour the granules 

in to the injury and apply pressure to stop bleeding. The 

granules form a plug, which stops most bleeding within one 

minute. For major hemorrhaging, maintain pressure for  

3-5 minutes to ensure the bleeding is controlled.

The innovative Celox applicator allows hemostatic access 

to the deepest of bleeders. Celox-A uses the same high-

performance chitosan hemostatic agent as regular Celox, 

but places it in a syringe style applicator. The syringe can be 

inserted into wounds that would normally be inaccessible to 

standard hemostatics without surgical intervention. As the 

applicator’s plunger is pressed, the agent is released into the 

wound. The agent can also be poured out of the syringe for 

application to non-penetrating trauma. This is an extremely 

versatile product with solid performance.

Celox is currently considered one of the top two hemostatic 

agents available according to a recent study conducted by the 

US Army Institute of Surgical Research.

Celox RAPID Z-Fold Gauze is an instinctive way of using Celox 

RAPID to stop mild to severe bleeding. Just pack the wound 

and apply pressure (as needed) - it’s safe, easy, and very 

effective. 

The Esmark Bandage is a latex-free elastic bandage that is 

ideally suited for reinforcing pressure bandages.  It packs 

small enough to fit in the UM s outer pouches, and when 

coupled with a hemostatic bandage, it can be quite effective 

in achieving hemorrhage control.  This is not a tourniquet and 

should not be used as one.

CELOX PRODUCTS
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Celox Rapid Ribbon

Part Number: CEL-RIBBON

Celo  Rapid Ri on rings all the enefits o  Celo  Rapid 

Gau e in a inch strip  The low profile pac age allows Celo  

Rapid Ribbon to be easily concealed, and the reduced size 

makes it ideal for treating narrow entry wounds such as bullet, 

blast fragment, and stab injuries.

ESMARK BANDAGE

Part Number: ESMARK

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/Celox-Products
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/Celox-Products
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/Celox-Products
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/Celox-Products
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hemorrhage-control/Esmark-Bandage
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The TACMED™ Surgical Airway Kit - Hard Case includes the items essential to successfully establish and secure 

a surgical airway in any environment. All of the necessary components are packed neatly into a re-usable hard 

case that can double as a temporary sharps container or function as a drug box after the kit is used. The kit 

includes items such as the Tac Med Solutions™ innovative Trach Tool and the ultra-rugged Serpent® hook.

Part Number: TSAK-HC 

NSN Number: 6515-01-607-9809

SURGICAL AIRWAY KIT - HARD CASE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

Hard Case features:

The case was designed to minimize size 

while maintaining functionality. The 

case opens and lays at creating a wor  

surface while performing the procedure. 

The dimensions were based on a standard 

M-4 magazine pouch, allowing the kit to 

be stored in a pouch outside of the medics 

bag for rapid access.  

 

All components are sterile and ready to 

use so no time is wasted opening several 

packages to complete the procedure.

Contents:

1x  Hard Case

1x  Trach-Tool

1x  Trach Tube

1x  Serpent® hook 

1x  Syringe 10CC 

1x  Mosquito Curved 5”

1x  Alcohol Pad

1x  Scalpel #10

1pr Nitrile Gloves XL

Dimensions:  

5.5” x 2.75” x 1.25”

Available for purchase on GSA.

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/TacMed-Surgical-Airway-Kit
https://youtu.be/j_aMj9a2pS4
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The TACMED™ Surgical Airway Kit provides the items essential to successfully establish and secure a  

surgical airway in any environment. All of the necessary components are neatly vacuum-packed for  

easy storage and maximum accessibility.

Surgical Airway Kit features:

The TacMed™ Airway Kit  

provides the items essential to 

successfully establish and secure a 

surgical airway in any environment. All 

of the necessary components are neatly 

vacuum packed for easy storage and 

maximum accessibility. 

 

Contents:

1x  Tracheostomy Tube Cuffed  

  size 6.0MM

1x  #10 Disposable Scalpel

1x  3CC Syringe

1x  Serpent® hook 

1x  Syringe 10CC 

1x  Alcohol Pad

2pr Nitrile Gloves 

SURGICAL AIRWAY KIT with

TRACH HOOK CONTENTS :

Same as above plus Trach Hook

The TacMed™ Trach Hook uses a design that has been trusted by medical professionals for over  

100 years. Based on the Jackson Tenaculum Hook Retractor, this scaled down version is perfect for  

the tactical health care provider. 

SURGICAL AIRWAY KIT TACMED™ TRACH HOOK

Part Number: TMTH

By providing positive control of the trachea, this device  

greatly increases the success rate of Crichothyroidotomies in  

austere environments. The tapered design of the hook minimizes  

its profile at the incision site, pro iding the operator with the ma imum  

level of visibility in low light and stressful situations. Its smooth edges also  

minimize damage to surrounding tissues when tension is applied.

Hook Length: 4 inches.

Part Number: TSAK Surgical Airway Kit  

w/ Trach Hook

Part Number: TSAK-H

Both options available for purchase on GSA.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/TacMed-Surgical-Airway-Kit
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/TacMed-Tracheal-Hook
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The Tac Med Solutions™ Tracheal Tool simplifies the process o  per orming surgical airways in  

the field y incorporating two ey components in one compact, multi unction pac age

PATENT PENDING

Part Number: TMTT

Design features:

The design allows the hook to act as a 

sharps container for the used blade, or it 

allows the user to rotate the blade creating 

a full length scalpel when greater control 

is required. This minimizes the risk of losing 

the blade when conducting the procedure 

in challenging environments that may 

require additional incisions. It also keeps all 

of the essential items in the work area, but 

out of the way.  

When working in  

low light or confined  

space, this greatly contributes to 

reduced procedure time and increased 

effectiveness.

The Pocket BVM™ Bag Valve Mask is a revolutionary, compact, device for manual resuscitation. The bag is quick 

to deploy, easy to operate and does not need to e manually in ated prior to use

TACMED™ TRACH TOOL POCKET BVM™

Part Number: PBVM

Features Include:

1 Includes bag, mask, patient valve, reservoir bag,  

 and 2cm oxygen drive line.

2 Single use eliminates cross-contamination.

3 Requires minimum pressure for compression and  

 quickly recovers shape.

4 Textured grip to prevent slipage.

POCKET BVM™ CONNECTIONS :

 Gas inlet tube 15mm length  

 x 6mm O.D.

Patient connector:

 Outside - 22mm male

 Inside - 15mm female

Expiratory connector  

(for PEEP valve attachment):

 30mm male

Available for purchase on GSA.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

Trach Tool closed

Trach Tool open

Trach Tool scalpel being deployed

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/TacMed-Tracheal-Tool
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/Pocket-BVM
https://youtu.be/b42rgdZDgOg


HALO Standard Version 

Part Number: HALO

HALO XL

Part Number: HALO-XL

The Halo Chest Seal is an ultra-sticky hydo-gel occlusive 

dressing for treatment of penetrating chest trauma. Each pack 

includes two seals allowing for the treatment of entrance and 

exit wounds.

The HALO XL is a large occlusive dressing ideal for sealing 

large abdominal wounds and multiple chest wounds often 

associated with IED blasts. Utilizing the same super sticky 

hydrogel technology as the original HALO, this dressing is 

extremely effective and versatile. 

Dimensions 8.5” x 12”
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Fox Chest Seal has been tested in extreme conditions. It 

comes with two dressings in a compact package designed for 

IFAK-carry and is used for treating potentially lethal open 

chest wounds.

The KING LT-D is a disposable supraglottic airway designed 

for positive pressure ventilation as well as for spontaneously 

breathing patients. Limiting factors such as the tactical 

environment (e.g., low-light conditions) and “skill-fade” may 

contraindicate the use of an endotracheal tube for securing 

the airway. Therefore, the King LT-D serves as an intermediate 

step between an NPA and a Surgical Airway (cric), as it is not 

always needed to proceed from the least to most invasive.

Please adhere to local medical protocols when using this 

product.

Available in two sizes:

Size 4 (5’-6’)

Size 5 (6’ or greater)

Part Number: FCS Size 4

Part Number: KING LTD SZ4

NSN Number:  

6515-01-515-0151

Size 5

Part Number: KING LTD SZ5 

NSN Number:  

6515-01-515-0161

HALO CHEST SEAL RUSSELL PNEUMOFIX FOX CHEST SEAL KING LT-D

The Russell PneumoFix® is a sterile chest decompression device 

designed for the management of tension pneumothorax, simple 

pneumothorax, and pleural effusion. 

Designed by practicing clinicians who understand the limitations 

of conventional equipment, the Russell PneumoFix® has many 

features that make it a truly useful tool for the emergency  

care provider. For medical professionals, use of the Russell 

PneumoFix® is quick, simple, and intuitive.

Features:

 Unlike the intravenous cannula, used historically in an  

 improvised way for the management of tension pneumothorax,  

 the Russell PneumoFix® is designed specifically for this purpose.

 The Russell PneumoFix® has been designed to be inserted  

 without the need for a scalpel or skin incision.

 The device incorporates a Veress-tipped needle to minimize risk  

 of injury to lung tissue.

 11cm long catheter – long enough to reach the pleural cavity of  

 the vast majority of patients.

 Low pressure one-way valve to allow air and fluid out but  

 nothing in.

Part Number: PNEUMOFIX

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/Halo-Chest-Seal
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/Russell-PneumoFix
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/Fox-Chest-Seal
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/King-LT-D


Heimlich Valve 

Part Number: CCTK-HEIM

Cook Chest Drain Valve 

Part Number: CCTK-COOK

The TacMed™ Complete Chest Tube Kit is designed for the 

tactical pro ider operating in a prolonged field care or 

austere en ironment  Two su its help maintain e ficiency 

and organization. The PREP Module contains all necessary 

components to prepare the site with the exception of a local 

anesthetic. The PROCEDURE Module has the option of a 

standard Heimlich Valve or compact Cook Chest Drain Valve 

based on the end user’s preference. It also contains the highly 

e i le Beacon Chest Seal to aid in positi e securing and 

occlusion of the chest tube. Please contact us for individual 

components or customization.

 To order a Complete Chest Tube Kit, please call us at  

888-822-6331 to verify that you are a medically-licensed physician 

or that you are purchasing through a federal government agency or 

military unit. You must meet these requirements to order a CCTK.

The TacMed™ Standard Chest Tube Kit is designed for the 

tactical pro ider operating in a prolonged field care or 

austere en ironment  Two su its help maintain e ficiency 

and organization. The PREP Module contains all necessary 

components to prepare the site with the exception of a local 

anesthetic. The PROCEDURE Module has the option of a 

standard Heimlich Valve or compact Cook Chest Drain Valve 

based on the end user’s preference. It also contains the highly 

e i le Beacon Chest Seal to aid in positi e securing and 

occlusion of the chest tube. Please contact us for individual 

components or customization.

 To order a Complete Chest Tube Kit, please call us at  

888-822-6331 to verify that you are a medically-licensed physician 

or that you are purchasing through a federal government agency or 

military unit. You must meet these requirements to order a CCTK.
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The SAM Chest Seal Combo Pack includes one vented chest 

seal and one non-vented chest seal. This allows the responder 

to deal with both entry and exit wounds in cases of through-

penetrating traumatic chest injuries. The valve allows air to 

ow out o  the chest ca ity at low resistance while pre enting 

ingress and prevents internal blockage. The domed shape of  

the valve was designed to prevent obstruction of the air 

channels from items such as blankets, clothing, and  

body armor.

This valve version of the SAM Chest Seal is an occlusive 

dressing for open chest wounds that features a one-way valve 

when its cap is remo ed  The al e allows air to ow out o  

the chest cavity at low resistance while preventing ingress 

and prevents internal blockage. The dressing is occlusive with 

the cap in place.

Part Number: SCS-COMBOHeimlich Valve 

Bag Option: 

Pouch-Operator IFAK 

Part Number: SCTK-HEIM-IFAK 

Bag-Heavyweight Resealable 

Part Number: SCTK-HEIM

Cook Chest Drain Valve 

Bag Option: 

Pouch-Operator IFAK 

Part Number: SCTK-COOK-IFAK 

Bag-Heavyweight Resealable 

Part Number: SCTK-COOK

TACMED™ COMPLETE CHEST TUBE KIT TACMED™ STANDARD CHEST TUBE KIT SAM CHEST SEAL - COMBO PACK SAM CHEST SEAL W/ VALVE

Part Number: SCS

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/TacMed-Complete-Chest-Tube-Kit
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/TacMed-Standard-Chest-Tube-Kit
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/SAM-Chest-Seal-Combo-Pack
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/SAM-Chest-Seal-w-Valve
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Part Number: RCS

The Russell Chest Seal™ arrives on the market with the test 

data and real-world feedback to back up its performance 

claims. The hydrogel-based dressing creates an airtight seal 

even when placed on a sweaty or hairy patient, and patient 

comfort is greatly increased due to the soft backing on the 

hydrogel seal.

At 7 ¾” x 6”, the Russell Chest Seal™ is one of the largest 

chest seals currently available.

Features include:

1 Patented hydrogel base - sticks and stays stuck!.

2 4 large peripheral apertures allow drainage of air & blood.

3  Low profile and highly e i le  

4  Compact: easy to pack into medical kit.

Patented handle with removable light source is durable, 

waterproof, and dustproof with textured grip. Accepts all 

standard green spec fi er optic lades  

Contents:

7  Single use, late ree fi er optic lades

Mac sizes: #2, #3, #4

Miller sizes: #0, #1, #2, #3

Spare Lamp Module

2x AAA Batteries

Tough Cordura carrying case with elastic loops and  

extra pocket

Dimensions: 9” x 5” x 2.5” 

Weight: 13 oz.

Securing a casualty’s airway is a critical task in any phase of 

medicine. The Serpent Hook is an ultra-compact, multi-use 

device used to secure ET tubes and numerous other items. Its 

design allows it to be easily passed under the patient even 

when wearing heavy-weight assault gloves. The Serpent Hook 

is Patent pending.

Part Number: LS-7 Part Number: TPAK

Part Number: SH-2

The TPAK is a 14GA x 3.25” Angiocath to treat and relieve any 

pneumothorax.

The Beacon™ Chest Seal is an advanced occlusive dressing 

designed to treat open chest wounds  They are specifically 

designed with a medical grade hydrogel adhesive strong 

enough to adhere to skin that is exposed to blood, sweat, hair, 

sand or water.

Features include:

1 Large 6-Inch Round Shape for Optimal Coverage Area.

2 Effective in Extreme Cold and Heat.

3 Large Release Tab for Easy Application and Removal.

4 Transparent Backing for Easy Placement over the Wound.

5 Strong Medical Grade Hydrogel Adhesive.

6 Lightweight Puncture-Resistant Packaging.

7 Conforms and Adheres Easily to All Body Surfaces.

RUSSELL CHEST SEAL™ BEACON™ CHEST SEAL TACTICAL LARYNGOSCOPE SET TPAK

SERPENT HOOK

Part Number: BCS

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/Russell-Chest-Seal
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/Beacon-Chest-Seal
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/Tactical-Laryngoscope-Set
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/airway-and-breathing/TPAK
https://youtu.be/5DO9RUyWbE0
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With a weight of 15oz, the Phantom® litter is an ultra-light, ultra-compact, multi-use casualty  

evacuation platform designed for medical operators or individual soldiers. The Phantom® allows  

the user to always have a means of moving a casualty without carrying bulky, overweight equipment.

Product features:

1 Packed Dimensions: 10” x 7” x 1 ½” thick

2 Litter dimensions: 65” x 23”

3 Weight: Internal mount: 15 oz

4 External mount: 19 oz

5 Weight Capacity: 450Lbs (204Kg)

6 The Phantom® Litter was tested with  

 a 500lb (227Kg) static load for a 24-hour  

 period without damage.

7 Grab points: 8

8 Securing strap: 1 ½” nylon webbing  

 with friction buckle.

Made in the USA

PHANTOM® LITTER

PATENT PENDING

®

The Phantom® can be mounted               directly to the individual combat equipment                     without taking space on the vest from  

other critical items such as magazines, radio pouches, or hydration systems. These items           can be mounted over the litter carrier 

ma ing it almost completely unnoticea le and without inter ering with accessi ility               The internal ersion was designed to fit 

inside of the Modular Body Armor Vest by Eagle, or the Plate Carrier with                             Cummerbund issued in the Special Forces 

equipment set  These two options pro ide a le el o  e i ility ne er e ore                     associated with casualty e acuation plat orms

Not only does the litter function as a poleless litter, it also functions as a casualty equipment bag after the casualty has been loaded on 

a standard litter. The bag can hold an individual’s combat equipment or sensitive items to minimize the risk of loss during the casualty 

evacuation process.

Litter Refill/ Part Number: PHL

All options, including the Litter Refill, are available for purchase on GSA.

Color/BLACK   

Part Number: PHL-K, BK

NSN Number:  

6530-01-600-7741

Color/TAN   

Part Number: PHL-K, Tan 

Color/GREEN   

Part Number: PHL-K, G 

Color/MULTI-CAM®   

Part Number: PHL-K, MC

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/casualty-evacuation/Phantom-Litter
https://youtu.be/1LjLZGjuelU


The Rizscue is a tactical extraction sled innovatively designed for life-over-limb rescue by one rescuer in 

less than 25 seconds. The Rizscue is competitively priced, lightweight, and easily maintained. It is secured in 

a ac pac  specifically created or the Ri scue, which is equipped with MOLLE gear attachments to gi e it a 

multipurpose function.
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RIZSCUE TACTICAL EXTRACTION SLED

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

Color/BLACK   

Standard Bag/No MOLLE 

Part Number:  

RIZSLED-B2 

w/ MOLLE 

Part Number:  

RIZSLED-B1

Color/GREEN   

Standard Bag/No MOLLE 

Part Number:  

RIZSLED-G2 

w/ MOLLE 

Part Number: RIZSLED-G1

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/casualty-evacuation/Rizscue-Tactical-Extraction-Sled


One of the most physically and mentally challenging situations an individual can face is casualty evacuation. 

Casualties must be moved quickly and safely. Every second wasted decreases the casualty’s chance of a speedy 

recovery. The RTF Litter provides an effective casualty evacuation platform that is quick and easy to employ and 

compact enough to accompany individuals on an assault or long movement. The RTF Litter is small enough to 

attach to your kit or another bag, but is still functional in a combat or rescue environment. It provides a rapid 

means o  casualty mo ement without compromising dura ility, e i ility, or the indi idual s a ility to maneu er 

through the most demanding environments. Casualties can be dragged or carried off target without excess time 

spent rigging and securing. It also eliminates the wait time for a conventional litter to be brought from the breach 

point or a support vehicle.

Part Number: RTFL
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RESCUE TASK FORCE LITTER

Product features:

1 Light and compact (5.2 lbs with carrier)

2 Improved plastic bed for longer product life when evacuating  

 over rough terrain

3 Size allows movement of casualties through narrow passages  

 and walkways such as on aircraft, buses, and trains

4 Casualties can be sat up to make tight turns on stairwells  

 and hallways

5 Rapid deployment drag line already rigged to litter

6 Multiple grab points ease passage through tight areas

7 Quick secure straps, with larger buckles, making it  

 easier to use when wearing rescue gloves.

8 Casualty is secure but accessible for reassessments and care

9 Can be dragged or carried

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/casualty-evacuation/Rescue-Task-Force-Litter


Color/TAN   

Part Number: F-LITC-DA T

NSN Number:  

6530-01-571-5667

Color/ACU   

Part Number: F-LITC-DA A

Color/BLACK   

Part Number: F-LITC-DA B

Color/RESCUE ORANGE   

Part Number: F-LITC-DA RO

Color/TAN   

Part Number: F-LITC-T

NSN Number: 

6530-01-560-8880

Color/ACU   

Part Number: F-LITC-A

Color/BLACK   

Part Number: F-LITC-B

Color/RESCUE ORANGE   

Part Number: F-LITC-R

One of the most physically and mentally challenging situations an individual can face is casualty evacuation. Casualties must 

be moved quickly and safely. Every second wasted decreases the casualty’s chance of a speedy recovery. The Foxtrot™ Litter 

provides an effective casualty evacuation platform that is quick and easy to employ and compact enough to accompany 

individuals on an assault or long movement.

The Foxtrot™ Litter is small enough to attach to your kit or another bag, but is still functional in a combat or rescue 

en ironment  It pro ides a rapid means o  casualty mo ement without compromising dura ility, e i ility, or the indi idual s 

ability to maneuver through the most demanding environments. Casualties can be dragged or carried off target without 

excess time spent rigging and securing. It also eliminates the wait time for a conventional litter to be brought from the 

breach point or a support vehicle.

Features of the Foxtrot™ Litter: 

1 Light and Compact (5lbs with carrier)

2 Size allows movement of casualties  

 through narrow passages and walkways  

 such as on aircraft, buses, and trains.  

 Casualties can be sat up to make tight  

 turns on stairwells and hallways.

3 Rapid deployment drag line already  

 rigged to litter.

4 Multiple grab points ease passage  

 through tight areas.

5 Quick secure straps.

 

6 Casualty is secure but accessible for  

 reassessments and care.

7 Can be dragged or carried.

Made in the USA
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The Foxtrot™ DA provides the same compact versatile function as the original Foxtrot with an alternate  

strap method. 

FOXTROT™ LITTER FOXTROT™ DA

With color coded side release buckles,  

the Foxtrot™ DA is lightning fast for  

high risk casualty extractions.

All options available for purchase on GSA. All options available for purchase on GSA.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/casualty-evacuation/Foxtrot-Litter
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/casualty-evacuation/Foxtrot-DA
https://youtu.be/snOi4BXfes0
https://youtu.be/vw1oqYp1BvY


This is an ultra-light weight poleless litter designed to allow rapid evacuation from high risk areas. The TacMed™ 

Poleless Litter has been constructed with high strength mesh to allow maximum drainage while minimizing size 

and weight. The material has been reinforced in the mid section to increase the useful life of the product well 

beyond what is expected of a standard poleless litter.
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Features Include:

1 Extra large handle

 loops allow for  

 ‘wrist wrap’ grip or  

 clipping into a sling.

Weight: 2.5 lbs

Folded Dimensions: 14” x 9” x 4”

Open Dimensions: 72” long x 26” wide

Reenforced in high friction areasMesh material reduces weight allows drainage

Part Number: POLIT

POLELESS LITTER HELIOS® SYSTEM

ypothermia pre ention and management is a ey component in the fight to pre ent the onset o  the lethal triad 

(Acidosis, Hypothermia and Coagulopathy). The Helios® System was developed to provide the care provider  

with an ultra compact, lightweight, modular system that allows varying levels of heat retention while still  

allowing patient accessibility.
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Features of the Helios® System:

1 Two piece system allows different levels of  

 coverage to accommodate time available and  

 the tactical situation.

2 Easy load casualty ag lays at and is ad usta le  

 to fit most si es o  casualties

3 Complete casualty access.

4 Self anchoring design protects against rotor  

 wash and high winds by securing the system to  

 most litters.

PATENT PENDING

Part Number: HELIOS-K 

NSN Number: 7210-01-614-5894

Helios® System w/ active warming:

Part Number: HELIOS-KW

Available for purchase on GSA. Both options available for purchase on GSA.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/casualty-evacuation/TacMed-Poleless-Litter
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/hypothermia-prevention/Helios-System
https://youtu.be/SyMkc1zwMA0


Color/BLACK   

Part Number: ARK-B 

Color/TAN   

Part Number: ARK-T

Color/ACU   

Part Number: ARK-A 

Color/GREEN   

Part Number: ARK-G

Color/MULTI-CAM®   

Part Number: ARK-MC

The ARK™ Active Shooter Response Kit provides individuals responding to active shooter situations with the 

equipment necessary to render aid and initiate evacuation of multiple casualties. The design of the bag and its 

contents allow responders to maximize the resources available on scene and does not hinder or slow down the 

assault or clearing process of the structure or incident area.
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The contents of the ARK™ are designed to 

reduce the size of the required rescue force 

and significantly reduce the e acuation time 

of seriously injured casualties. By utilizing 

uninjured individuals on scene to provide 

stopgap treatment and mark casualty 

locations, rescue time can be greatly 

reduced and survivability rates increased. 

The ARK casualty throw kits contain basic 

treatment material and simple bi-lingual 

instructions for providing initial treatment. 

By controlling life threatening hemorrhage 

and positioning the casualty in a manner 

that maintains the airway, significant time 

can be gained in the rescue effort.

With multiple storage compartments the 

ARK is not only for basic treatment.  

Medics moving with the clearing  

element can distribute the  

throw kits as needed while 

maintaining more advanced  

equipment in the side pockets  

for treatment of teammates  

if necessary.

ARK™ Dimensions-  

23” L x 15” W x 7.5” D

ARK™ [Active Shooter Response Kit]

The ARK™ Contents List:

2x  SOF® Tactical Tourniquet - Wide 

2x  Olaes® 4” bandage 

2x  Olaes® 6” bandage 

1x  Blast® bandage 

7x  Cravat 

2x  Splint 

2x  28F NPA with lube 

1x  TacMed™ Surgical Airway Kit  

  with Hook

2x  14GA x 3.25” Decompression  

  Needle

2x  Halo Chest Seal (4 Halo Seals)

2x  Petrolatum Gauze 

2x  2” surgical tape

1x  Trauma Shears 7.5”

5x  Pairs of Gloves

1x  Helios® System with active  

  warming

5x  Tac Med Solutions™ Combat  

  Casualty Tag

7 ARK™ Throw Kits, each containing  

the following:

1x  SOF® Tactical Tourniquet - Wide

1x  Control™ wrap 4”

1x  Krinkle gauze

1x  Emergency blanket

1x  Bi-lingual instruction card

1x  Casualty marker panel

All options, including the ARK Throw Kit,  

are available for purchase on GSA with the  

exception of OD Green.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-ARK-Active-Shooter-Response-Kit
https://youtu.be/T9AItVzG8A8
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Standard Kit

Part Number: DOK

w/ Celox 15g

Part Number: DOK-C15

 

w/ QuikClot Combat Gauze

Part Number: DOK-LE

The Downed Officer Kit (DOK) is a compact kit that contains the items essential for treatment of serious  

in uries encountered y law en orcement and military personnel  The DO  is compact enough to fit in a cargo 

pocket or glove box. It can also mount to a roll bar/ protective shield in a patrol car or tactical vehicle.

The DOK is packed in a heavy weight re-sealable bag allowing easy replacement of individual kit items. Kit 

components can also be periodically inspected without damaging the integrity of the packaging. The kit contents 

can e modified to meet your indi idual requirements or se eral pre pac ed its are a aila le with or without 

hemostatic agents.

Contents:

1x  SOF® Tactical Tourniquet - Wide

1x  Olaes® modular bandage

  Each Olaes® bandage contains:

    3 meters o  sterile 4 ply gau e

    Plastic occlusi e sheet included  

    in dressing pocket.

    Transparent pressure cup that  

    focuses pressure on the wound  

    and acts as an eye cup for  

    treatment of eye injuries.

1x  Face Shield

1x  One pair of Nitrile gloves

1x  2” Tape

1x  5.5” Trauma Shears

Dimensions: 7” W x 7” L x 3” thick

Color/BLACK   

Part Number: BRP-BLK

Color/TAN   

Part Number: BRP-TAN

Color/OD GREEN   

Part Number: BRP-OD

Color/RED   

Part Number: BRP-RED

The Ballistic Response Pack contains the 

following items:

1x  SOF® Tactical Tourniquet-Wide

1x  Olaes® 4”  Modular bandage 

1x  Petrolatum Gauze

1x  Nasopharyangeal Airway 28F w/Lube

2pr Nitrile Gloves XL

1x  2” Surgical Tape

1x  Adsafe Face Shield

1x  5.5” Trauma Shears

1x  Combat Casualty Card

Dimensions: 9” x 7” x 3”

Weight: 24oz.

Made in the USA

DOWNED OFFICER KIT [DOK] BALLISTIC RESPONSE PACK

When an individual is involved in a shooting it is essential that they have  

the necessary items to render aid to themselves or to the suspect.  

The Tactical Medical Solutions® Ballistic Response Pack contains 

 the components necessary or a first responder to pro ide  

treatment to ballistic injuries as well as other types of trauma  

associated with combat operations.

This compact, one hand accessible, MOLLE adaptable pouch is  

ideal for storage on individual equipment or inside a vehicle. Its  

contents were selected for ease of use and effectiveness.

All options available for purchase on GSA. All options available for purchase on GSA with the exception of Red.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Downed-Officer-Kit
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Ballistic-Response-Pack


Color/BLACK   

Part Number: 

OIFAK-B

Color/TAN   

Part Number:  

OIFAK-T

Color/OD GREEN   

Part Number:  

OIFAK-OD

Color/MULTI-CAM®   

Part Number:  

OIFAK-MC 

Color/RANGE  

SAFETY RED   

Part Number:  

OIFAK-RED

OPERATOR IFAK
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The Operator IFAK is a compact kit that provides the same capability offered by the Ballistic Response Pack  

in a more compact, streamlined design. The contents allow for the effective treatment of injuries commonly  

associated with combat trauma without taking up excess space on individual equipment. Its well laid out  

interior and full zip opening allow rapid and easy access to all components.

PATENT PENDING

Operator IFAK Full Kit Contents:

1x  SOF® Tactical Tourniquet-Wide

1x  OLAES® 4” Modular Bandage

1x  Petrolatum Gauze

1x  Nasopharyngeal Airway 28F w/Lube 

1pr Nitrile Gloves XL

1x  2” Surgical Tape

1x  Adsafe Face Shield 

1x  5.5” Trauma Shears

1x  Combat Casualty Card

Dimensions: 6 ½” x 4 ½” x 3”

Operator IFAK Real Stories:

Range safety red came from a suggestion 

by the writers at Pistol-training.com.   

They wanted an easily identifia le med it 

to keep on the outside of their range bags 

so they can quickly deal with situations 

like this.  

Training can turn into a real world  

emergency in the blink of an eye. 

Be prepared.

The photograph on this page is an 

e ample o  the di ficulties in impro ising a 

tourniquet when a wound is severe enough 

to require one. As the gentleman pictured 

noted in an email to us, “… [he] received 

life-threatening injuries to both upper 

legs as the result of another shooter’s 

accidental discharge of his weapon. The 

.30-06 bullet caused very serious injuries 

to both legs, but the most critical injury 

was the severing of my left popliteal 

artery (the largest artery behind  

the knee)…”  

To repeat, this injury is secondary to a  

weapon not being cleared on a range, 

not a attlefield wound nor a deli erate 

attempt on his life by a suspect. As you  

can see, initial attempts to stop the 

bleeding with a belt were unsuccessful,  

as illustrated by the ground saturated  

with blood. Luckily, the Range Master  

had a kit that contained a SOFTT, which 

was applied quickly and saved his life.

All options available for purchase on GSA.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Operator-IFAK


Color/BLACK   

Part Number: DLP-B

Color/TAN   

Part Number: DLP-T

Color/OD GREEN   

Part Number: DLP-OD

Color/MULTI-CAM®   

Part Number: DLP-MC
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The TacMed™ Convertible Drop Leg Pouch pro ides the medic operator with ma imum e i ility without 

compromising the ability to provide on-target care. This pouch can be worn on the leg or attached to a MOLLE 

style vest depending on the users’ preference. This pouch is offered stocked based on different levels of medical 

capa ilities  All its can also e custom pac ed to meet your specific mission

Contents:

1x  SOF® Tactical Tourniquet-Wide

1x  OLAES® 4” Modular Bandage

1x  OLAES® 6” Modular Bandage

1x  Blast® Bandage

1x  ZPAK Gauze

1x  Petrolatum Gauze

1x  NPA w/Lube

1x  5.5” Trauma Shears

1x  2” Surgical Tape

3pr Nitrile Gloves

1x  Combat Casualty Card

Advanced kit contains:  

14ga x 3.25” angiocath

Dimensions: 7.5” x 7.5” x 4”

Made in the USA

All options available for purchase on GSA.

Color/BLACK   

Part Number: RAID/STK/B

Color/TAN   

Part Number: RAID/STK/TAN 

NSN Number:  

6545-01-560-8919 

Color/MULTI-CAM®   

Part Number: RAID/STK/MC 

Stocked to provide life-saving treatment to multiple casualties, the R-AID Bag is ideally suited 

to work as an assault aid-bag, vehicle bag, or combat lifesaver bag. All critical intervention items 

are loaded in the top ap o  the ag or immediate access  The second main compartment contains 

items required for additional treatments and casualty packaging. The rear sleeve contains triage 

and casualty marking materials. The bag provides one of the most compact, comprehensive 

treatment kits available.

PATENT PENDING

The contents of the kit provide a trained 

individual with the following capabilities:

1 Hemorrhage control

2 Basic and advanced airway  

 management

3 Packaging of burns

4 Treatment of Penetrating  

 chest trauma

5 Splinting

6 Treatment of eye injuries

7 Triage and casualty marking

Contents:

2x  SOF® Tactical Tourniquet – Wide

3x  OLAES® 4” Modular Bandage

1x  OLAES® 6” Modular Bandage

1x  Blast® Bandage

3x  Control Wrap

2x  NPA 28FR w/ Lube

1x  TacMed™ Surgical Airway Kit

4x  Petrolatum Gauze

1x  14GA x 3.25” Cath

2x  ZPAK Gauze

2x  Moldable Splint

1x  7.25” Trauma Shears

 

5pr Nitrile Gloves XL

5x  Combat Casualty Tag

1x  Med Patch

Dimensions: 16” x 13” x 5”
All options available for purchase on GSA.

DROP LEG POUCH R-AID BAG

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Convertible-Drop-Leg-Pouch
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-R-AID-Bag
https://youtu.be/y1mMKDReoBw


Pouch Only 

Part Number: SURG-CAS

Basic Kit 

Part Number: SURG-K

w/ Foxtrot™ Litter  

Color/BLACK    

Part Number: ARK-EVAC-B 

Color/TAN    

Part Number: ARK-EVAC-T 

Color/ACU    

Part Number: ARK-EVAC-A 

Color/GREEN    

Part Number: ARK-EVAC-G 

Color/MULTI-CAM®    

Part Number: ARK-EVAC-MC

w/ Foxtrot™ DA  

Color/BLACK    

Part Number: ARK-EVACDA-B 

Color/TAN    

Part Number: ARK-EVACDA-T 

Color/ACU    

Part Number: ARK-EVACDA-A 

 

Color/GREEN    

Part Number: ARK-EVACDA-G 

Color/MULTI-CAM®    

Part Number:  

ARK-EVACDA-MC

The ARK™ Evacuation Kit provides the necessary equipment for aid and litter teams, combat lifesavers  

and medical operators to treat and evacuate a casualty in one compact package. The contents of the  

ARK™ E acuation it are designed to significantly reduce the treatment and e acuation time o   

seriously injured casualties in a hostile environment.

The modular design of the bag allows the user to 

modi y the layout to meet mission specific needs

The kit contains the following:

1x  Foxtrot™ Litter

2x  SOF® Tactical Tourniquet – Wide

2x  OLAES® 4” Modular Bandage

2x  OLAES® 6” Modular Bandage

1x  Blast® Bandage

2x  QuikClot® Combat Gauze

2x  NPA 28F w/ Lube

1x  TacMed™ Surgical Airway Kit with Hook

2x  14GA x 3.25” Angiocath

2x  Halo Chest Seals (4 seals)

1x  Helios® System with Active Warming

2x  Petrolatum Gauze

7x  Cotton Triangular Bandage

2x  Splint

2x  2” Surgical Tape

1x  7.25” Trauma Shears

5pr Nitrile Gloves

5x  Combat Casualty Card

  

Dimensions - 20” H x 14” W x 7” 

Weight - 13.2 lbs. (With Litter)

PATENT PENDING

Contents for Basic Kit:

1x  Disposable Scalpel #10

1x  Disposable Scalpel #11

1x  Suture 0

1x  Suture 2-0

1x  Suture 3-0

1x  Surgical Scissors 5.5”

1x  Mayo Dissecting Scissors

1x  Dressing Forceps

1x  Tissue Forceps

1x  Carmalt Splinter Forceps

1x  Needle Holder

2x  Mosquito Curved

  

TacMed™ Surgical Set Options:

If you aren’t sure what you need, 

please contact us to speak with one 

of our customer service representatives. 

They will assist you in selecting 

instruments and kit components that 

will meet your needs. If you already 

have a set of requirements, please 

contact us for a custom quote.

The only kit available to purchase  

on-line is the BASIC surgical set  

pictured here. 

Please call to order the  

Advanced kit (part# SURG-KHA) or a 

custom configuration

TACMED™ SURGICAL SET

The Surgical Hemorrhage Control Kit is a requirements ased product designed specifically to meet the needs o  

the ever-expanding skill-set of the SOF medic. The original kit was developed and packed for deep vascular  

access and ligation in austere environments, and to be a more versatile, organized alternative to the standard 

issue surgical set. This kit is now available custom packed to meet your needs. The contents of the kit can be 

ad usted to match irtually any s ill le el required or field emergency surgical procedures
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ARK™ EVACUATION KIT

All options are available for purchase on GSA  

with the exception of OD Green. All options available for purchase on GSA.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-ARK-Evacuation-Kit
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Surgical-Set


Color/BLACK   

Part Number: AFAK-B-CG-Z

Color/TAN   

Part Number: AFAK-T-CG-Z

Color/OD GREEN   

Part Number:  

AFAK-OD-CG-Z

Color/MULTI-CAM®   

Part Number: AFAK-MC-

CG-Z

The TacMed™ Adaptive First Aid Kit, or AFAK, is a compact kit that provides the individual soldier or law 

en orcement o ficer with the necessary li esa ing equipment to e ecti ely treat in uries commonly associated 

with combat trauma. The innovative design of the pouch and included tourniquet strap allow for the kit to be 

mounted either vertically or horizontally to any MOLLE surface, allowing the user to take advantage of unused 

space and prioritize individual equipment layout. The AFAK can also be adapted to a MOLLE belt for operators 

that require a self-aid capability when not utilizing a body armor system. The removable insert and optional 

lanyard allow for “small of the back” placement with positive retention of the kit. An additional MOLLE platform 

on the exterior of the pouch aids in maximizing available space for user equipment preference. The included 

tourniquet strap system is also fully adaptive for vertical and horizontal placement based on user preference for 

access with both hands.  

Contents:

1x  SOF®TT-W w/ Tourniquet Strap System

1x  Olaes® 4”  Modular bandage,  

  at pac ed 

1x  Fox Chest Seal

1x  5.5” Trauma Shears

1x  14GA Decompression Needle

1pr Nitrile Gloves

1x  QuikClot Combat Gauze 

The FBTK contains the following  

items for the Donor Module: 

Donor Questionnaire

Nitrile Gloves (1 PR size XL)

Donor Module:

1x  Instructional Card

1x  Eldon Blood Type Kit

1x  Latex Tourniquet

1x  Linebacker

2x  2 Gauze Pad

1x  Alcohol Swab

1x  View Guard

1x  Blood Collection Bag

1x  5.5” Curved Hemostat 

The FBTK contains the following  

items for the Recipient Module: 

 

Recipient Module:

1x  Instructional Card

1x  Eldon Blood Type Kit

1x  Latex Tourniquet

2x  Linebackers

2x  2 Gauze Pad

1x  Alcohol Swab

1x  View Guard

1x  18GA IV Catheter

1x  Smartsite Adapter

1x  Y Admin Set (IV)

1x  NaCl 250ml bag (optional)

FBTK options: 

1 Resealable heavyweight plastic bag  

 (FBTK/FBTK-SALINE) OR

2 MOLLE pouch 

*** To order a Field Blood Transfusion Kit, please 

call us at 864-224-0081 to verify that you are 

a medically-licensed physician or that you are 

purchasing through a federal government agency, 

military unit, or private military contractor. You must 

meet these requirements to order an FBTK. ***

***  There is an ongoing national shortage of 0.9% 

NaCl. Please refer to the FDA website (http://www.

fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/ucm382255.htm) for 

updates on this shortage. *** 

 

 

ADAPTIVE FIRST AID KIT [AFAK] FIELD BLOOD TRANSFUSION KIT [FBTK]

The TacMed™ Field Blood Transfusion Kit provides the medic with a compact, streamlined and 

complete solution to the challenge of facilitating a life-saving blood transfusion in a tactical 

environment. Designed at the request of Special Operations medics, the separate Donor and 

Recipient modules allow the medic to rapidly and decisively collect and transfuse whole blood 

systematically, without creating a security risk or delaying  

treatment from excess time wasted sorting through bulky,  

unnecessary medical components. For convenience and user  

preference, the kit is offered in a compact MOLLE-compatible  

pouch, or in a re-sealable heavy weight plastic bag. Either  

configuration is a aila le with the optional 2 0ml ag o   

0.9% NaCl for a complete transfusion-ready system.
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Color/BLACK   

Part Number: FBTK-IFAK-B 

w/ Saline: 

Part Number:  

FBTK-SALINE-IFAK-B

Color/TAN   

Part Number: FBTK-IFAK-T

w/ Saline: 

Part Number:  

FBTK-SALINE-IFAK-T

Color/OD GREEN   

Part Number: FBTK-IFAK-OD

w/ Saline: 

Part Number:  

FBTK-SALINE-IFAK-OD

Color/MULTI-CAM®   

Part Number: FBTK-IFAK-MC

w/ Saline: 

Part Number:  

FBTK-SALINE-IFAK-MC

Pouch only available for purchase on GSA. All options available for purchase on GSA.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Adaptive-First-Aid-Kit
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Field-Blood-Transfusion-Kit


Complete Kit

Part Number: ETS

Throw Kit

Part Number: ETS-CTK

The TacMed™ Emergency Trauma Station brings proven life-saving medical supplies and instructions together 

with the most crucial part o  an emergency response: the first responder  Se en throw its are contained within a 

right red it ag that is clearly la eled TRAUMA , along with two Ultra light poleless litter systems to aid first 

responders and rescuers with the extrication of the critically wounded. The wall-mounted steel case is alarmed, 

low profile, and has the capa ility to e hardwired into a uilding s e isting alarm system so that others may e 

alerted  The Emergency Trauma Station is ideally suited or high tra fic areas, so that it is readily a aila le or 

public access.

EMERGENCY TRAUMA STATION [ETS]

Here at Tac Med Solutions™, we understand 

that being an untrained provider doesn’t 

diminish the first responder s willingness 

to help those in need. Because of this, 

each ETS Throw Kit contains illustrated 

instructions that take the user through 

step-by-step procedures to ensure proper 

care and device application based on what 

they observe for injuries. The instructions 

are rightly colored or easy identification 

and laminated to resist deterioration from 

training, familiarization, or use in actual 

emergencies. The throw kits themselves  

are also contained in  

a heavy weight  

re-sealable bag for  

ease of contents 

inventory, training, or inspection.  

Each throw kit contains a rescue orange 

SOFTT-Wide tourniquet, making its 

application readily apparent to additional 

first responders and medical pro essionals  

Also included is the OLAES Modular 

Bandage, petrolatum gauze, or an optional 

set of chest seals, tape board, gloves, 

emergency blanket, and a brightly colored  

1’x1’ casualty marking 

card to alert rescuers that there is a victim 

behind closed doors. 

 

ETS Contents:

Cabinet Trauma Bag

2x  Ultra-light poleless litters

7x  Throw Kits 

 

Dimensions: 7” W x 7” L x 3” thick

Each Throw Kit contains:

1x  SOF®TT-W-R

1x  4” OLAES® Modular Bandage

1x  Petrolatum Gauze

1x  Tape Board

1x  Emergency Blanket

1x  Casualty Marking Card

1x  High-Resolution Instructional Card 

The petrolatum gauze may be 

substituted for chest seals.  

 

Please call us at 888-822-6331 if you 

are interested in kit customization.
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Seven (7) throw kits are contained within a bright red kit bag that is clearly labeled “TRAUMA”.  Also found in the 

trauma ag are two 2  Ultra light poleless litter systems to aid first responders and rescuers with the e trication 

of the critically wounded. The entire system resides in a wall-mounted steel cabinet, similar to an AED cabinet 

that is also clearly mar ed TRAUMA IT  The case is alarmed, low profile, and has the capa ility to e hardwired 

into a building’s existing alarm system so that others may also be alerted. The Emergency Trauma Station is 

ideally suited or high tra fic areas, so that it is readily a aila le or pu lic access

Available for purchase on GSA.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Emergency-Trauma-Station


Truly adaptable and ready for any mission, the AMP (Any Mission Pack) derives its name from its ability to 

e modified to fit any mission   It o ers a completely customi a le interior, multiple methods o  wear, and 

the ability to scale the pack size up or down depending on mission requirements.

The approximately 1150 cubic inch interior main pack is fully coated with loop-tape allowing the end user 

to arrange the included loop sets and pouches in a configuration that meets their needs  The sets included 

are: 18 Loop sets, 3 zippered mesh pouches, 1 gloves pouch (holds 10 pairs of gloves), Surgical set insert. 

Both back pack straps and equipment attachment straps are included for wear of the pack. 

Two Packs in One. 
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AMP Stocked Advanced 

Color/BLACK   

Part Number:  

AMP-COMP-STK2-B

AMP Stocked Advanced 

Color/TAN   

Part Number:  

AMP-COMP-STK2-T 

AMP Stocked Advanced 

Color/GREEN   

Part Number:  

AMP-COMP-STK2-OD

AMP Stocked Advanced 

Color/MULTI-CAM®   

Part Number:  

AMP-COMP-STK2-MC

AMP Stocked Advanced Contents:

1x  AMP Bag, Comp Pack

1x  Glove Pouch

12x  OLAES® 4” Modular Bandage

4x  Blast® Bandage

6x  SOF® Tactical Tourniquet - Wide

6x  Compressed Gauze

2x  Combat Gauze LE

1x  TacMed™ Surgical Airway Kit -  

  Hard Case

1x  Med Patch

1x  5.5” Trauma Shears

2x  Emergency Blanket

1x  Sharp Shuttle, Locking 

3x  REDI Splint

10x  Combat Casualty Tag

2x  Russell Chest Seal

2x  HALO Chest Seal

10pr  Nitrile Gloves XL

2x  Cravat

2x  2” Surgical Tape

1x  Pocket BVM

3x  NPA

3x  LUBE

2x  TPAK

1x  Scope

1x  BP Cuff

1x  Saline Lock Kit

1x  Vascular Access Kit

2x  Suture 0

1x  Suture 2-0

1x  Suture 3-0

1x  Disposable Scalpel (#10)

1x  Disposable Scalpel (#11)

2x  Mosquito Forceps

1x  Needle Holder

1x  Tissue Forceps

1x  Carmalt Splinter Forceps

1x  Dressing Forceps

1x  Dissecting Scissors Mayo  

  Curved 5.5”

1x  Surgical Scissors 5.5” Single  

  Blunt Point

ANY MISSION PACK [AMP]

All options available for purchase on GSA.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Any-Mission-Pack


Color/BLACK    

w/ Combat Gauze

Part Number: AMK

Color/BLACK    

w/ Compressed Gauze

Part Number: AMK-G

Color/BLACK    

Wrap Only

Part Number: AMW

our mission is to protect, ut un oreseen circumstances may arise that orce you into a first responder role  hen this 

happens, the Ankle Medical Kit provides you with the basic equipment needed to treat a casualty until higher level medical 

care is a aila le  The AM  is the per ect solution or indi iduals who are tas ed with protection and wear a uni orm that 

does not permit carrying a standard medical it  Designed to carry a SO ® Tactical Tourniquet  ide, the Russell® Chest Seal, 

and a hemostatic agent or standard gau e, the AM  disappears in the pleat o  slac s and most other uni orm ottoms  

The AM s security and com ort allow it to e worn or long periods o  time   The material is so t and e i le, ut secure 

enough to allow rapid mo ement without losing the it or its contents  The an le wrap that secures the components e tends 

to ecome a compression wrap once the other li e sa ing products ha e een utili ed  The AM  is a ma or leap in medical 

capa ilities or indi iduals ser ing in personal protection rolls or positions requiring the wear o  a non standard uni orm
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All options available for purchase on GSA.

Color/BLACK   

Part Number: TEMSK-B

Color OD GREEN   

Part Number: TEMSK-OD

e now that or many o  you medicine is only hal  o  your o   I  you re not treating casualties, you re engaging 

the enemy  The TacMed™ Tactical EMS TEMS  Pouch was designed to ma e you a more e ecti e com atant and a 

more e ecti e care pro ider   

The pouch sa es real estate on your est y integrating a three maga ine panel with a medical pouch   Maga ines 

are retained y elastic eepers in pouches that will accommodate standard M 4 maga ines as well as PMAG s   

Treatment material is well organi ed and easily accessi le in the medical pouch   The distance the pouch opens 

can e ad usted y the end user, and the ad usta le cord allows or rapid closure o  the pouch when needed

TACMED™ TACTICAL EMS POUCH

Contents:

  SO ® Tactical Tourniquet  ide 

  in Blac  

2   OLAES® Modular Bandage 6  

2   TPA

  Nasopharyngeal Airway w  Lu e

  Trauma Shears 72

  Petrolatum Gau e

  2  Surgical Tape

PR  Blac  Ma  glo es, L

  TacMed™ Combat Casualty Card

Clic  to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Clic  to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

ANKLE MEDICAL KIT [AMK]

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Tactical-EMS-Pouch
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Ankle-Medical-Kit
https://youtu.be/6vcVPzXlvX8


Color/BLACK   

Part Number: DLIP2-B

Color/BLACK   

Part Number: DLIP3-B

The LAPD Kit contains the following 

items:

1x  SOF® Tactical Tourniquet-Wide

1x  Olaes® 4”  Modular bandage 

1x  Chest Seal

1x  5.5” Trauma Shears

1x  2” Surgical Tape

2pr Nitrile Gloves XL

1x  5.5” Trauma Shears

1x  Combat Casualty Card

Dimensions: 9” x 7” x 3”

Weight: 24oz.

Made in the USA

 

In 2014, the Los Angeles Police 

Department equipped its o ficers with 

8,000 o  these tactical first aid its  A 

year upgrade or the LAPD, all o ficers 

received training as well to be able to use 

the combat-style trauma kits to provide 

potentially life-saving medical treatment 

to victims. More information on the LAPD’s 

decision to equip its o ficers with this type 

of medical kit and the importance they 

serve, including successes the LAPD has 

had with these kits, can be found at  

the following: 

 

 http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/ 

 ideo 9778747 lapd o ficers confirmed  

 access-to-updated-trauma-kits/

 http: www o ficer com news  

 11300895/los-angeles-police-training- 

 to-use-combat-style-trauma-kits

 http://ktla.com/2014/08/18/police- 

 pursuit-ends-in-south-l-a-after-suv- 

 occupant opens fire on o ficers search  

 underway/

 http://ktla.com/2014/08/01/lapd- 

 o ficer se erely in ured a ter police  

 9-bites-him-during-search-for-shotgun/

Designed to the specifications o  the Los Angeles Police Department, the TacMed™ LAPD Kit was created for use by all  

Los Angeles County Law En orcement Agencies  It pro ides the law en orcement o ficer with ma imum e i ility while 

pro iding on target care  orn on the leg, the pouch attaches directly to the o ficer s elt or to a tourniquet pouch 

worn on the belt. When worn with the tourniquet pouch, the detachable lower portion of the kit provides for additional 

medical capa ilities i  the situation dictates, while ha ing the tourniquet a aila le or instant access on the o ficer s elt  

The pouch is available with two options: a 1.5”-wide non-adjustable length drop leg strap or a 2”-wide adjustable length 

drop leg strap with a black D ring on it. The D ring provides a rapid attaching point in an emergency to a  

key clip or belt keeper. This pouch is offered stocked based on different levels of medical  

capa ilities  All its can also e custom pac ed to meet your specific mission  

requirements. Tourniquet pouch sold separately.

TACMED™ KITS                  55-56

All options available for purchase on GSA.

PMK w/ Compressed Gauze

Part Number: PMK

PMK w/ Combat Gauze LE

Part Number: PMK-LE

The Pocket Medical Kit pro ides the indi idual Law En orcement O ficer or concerned citi en with the necessary 

medical equipment to immediately treat life threatening traumatic injuries. The SOF®TT-Wide included in the 

kit is rescue orange, making its application readily apparent for additional First Responders. Also included are 

compressed gauze and an Esmark Bandage, which provide a wound packing and pressure dressing capability, in 

addition to the Beacon™ Chest Seal or treatment o  any penetrating trauma  The PM  is designed to fit neatly 

into the chest pocket of a duty shirt, trauma plate pouch of a concealed armor carrier or the back pocket of your 

jeans. So whether you wear a traditional uniform, external carrier system or civilian clothes, you can be prepared 

and ha e the confidence o  ha ing a com at pro en tourniquet or any emergency situation

LAPD KITTACMED™ POCKET MEDICAL KIT

Contents:

1x  SOF® Tactical Tourniquet- Wide 

  in Rescue Orange

1x  Esmark Bandage

1x  Compressed Gauze

1x  Beacon™ Chest Seal

1pr BlackGloves

Both options available for purchase on GSA.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Pocket-Medical-Kit
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-LAPD-Kit


TACMED™ KITS                  57-58

Color/BLACK    

Bag Only

Part Number: WZK-BO-B

Color/BLACK    

Stocked

Part Number: WZK-B

Contents:

2x  SOF® Tactical Tourniquet – Wide

2x  OLAES® 4” Modular Bandage Flat 

Pack

4x  Printed Casualty Marking Tapes

5x  Chem Lights

2x  NPA with lube

1x  Fox Chest Seal

2x  2-inch Tape

  Additional loops and inserts

1x  Marking Pen

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*** Tan and Red color options are available,  

Please call to order. *** 

All options available for purchase on GSA.

As the practice of pushing medical personnel into the “warm zone” of a mass casualty scenario becomes more prominent, 

so has the need to equip these medics with the right tools for this challenging task. The Warm Zone Bag from Tactical 

Medical Solutions® is designed or quic  and e ficient treatment and triage o  ictims in a mass casualty scenario  It can 

be worn around the waist, slung over the shoulder for rapid movement, or attached to a panel via the MOLLE attaching 

straps. The Warm Zone bag utilizes an adjustable draw bridge system that allows the user to control how far the front 

ap opens, allowing easy access to the ag s complete contents  The interior o  the ag is completely modular, allowing 

the user to ad ust supplies ased on their specific pre erences

Color/BLACK    

w/Built-in Bridge 

Part Number: UMKB

Color/BLACK    

w/Built-in Bridge & 

SOF®TT-W 

Part Number: UMKB-W

Features:

*** New design adapts the de ice to fit a 

wide variety of body types 

*** New design features an even lower 

profile  No imprinting under the o ficer s 

duty shirt! 

 Central placement pro ides the o ficer  

 instant ambidextrous access to their  

 medical kit. 

2 Allows the uni ormed o ficer to carry a  

 complete medical kit on them at  

 all times.

3 Creates instant recognition  

 among o ficers o  the placement  

 of medical gear.

4 Instant access to trauma gear  

 saves precious time, allowing the  

 o ficer to pro ide sel aid and  

 responding o ficers to pro ide  

 buddy-aid in the case of a  

 serious injury.

5 Combat Gauze and  

 Esmark Bandage sold separately.

TACMED™ WARM ZONE BAG TACMED™ UNIFORMED MEDICAL KIT - 2ND GENERATION

The TacMed™ Uni ormed Medical it UM  2nd Generation uilds upon the success o  the first generation UM  The 

UMK 2nd Generation greatly decreases the signature of the device over the original by moving the medical gear and 

poc ets ehind a at panel, eliminating any imprinting under the o ficer s duty shirt  In addition, the UM  2nd Gen 

increases comfort and durability as it reduces the thickness of the device with a new material that stretches to the 

shape o  the o ficer s est  The new design allows the UM  2nd Gen to fit AN  concealed ody armor carrier that utili es 

hoo  and loop straps, plus the sides can e trimmed or a custom fit  The UM  2nd Generation is designed to carry the 

SOF® Tactical Tourniquet-Wide with additional pockets designed to carry a set of chest seals, hemostatic agent, and the 

Esmark Bandage.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Warm-Zone-Bag
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Uniformed-Medical-Kit-2nd-Generation
https://youtu.be/eKKvDHy4FQY


Color/BLACK   

Part Number: K9HTK-B

Color/TAN   

Part Number: K9HTK-T

Color/OD GREEN   

Part Number: K9HTK-OD

Color/MULTI-CAM®   

Part Number:K9HTK-MC

The TacMed™ K9 Handler Trauma Kit provides the K9 Team with the necessary components to treat life-

threatening injuries for law enforcement or military applications. The kit contains dual purpose items that can be 

used to treat injuries to both the handler and K9. In addition, the kit provides the unique capability to effectively 

address traumatic injuries for the K9 operating in a tactical environment, away from veterinary care. The K9 

andler Trauma it contains specific items intended solely or the treatment o  an in ured wor ing dog, such as a 

K9 tourniquet, muzzle, endotracheal tube and 14ga decompression needles to address torsion and bloat.

Contents:

1x  Drop Leg Pouch

1x  SOF® Tactical Tourniquet-Wide

1x  4” OLAES® Modular Bandage

1x  K9 Tourniquet (for K9 use only)

1x  K9 Muzzle

2x  14ga x 3.25 Angiocath with hard plastic case

1x  8.0 ET Tube with Stylet

1x  10cc Syringe

1x  Beacon Chest Seal (2-pack)

1x  3” Sensi-Wrap

1PR  Gloves

TACMED™ KITS                  59-60

The K9 Tourniquet is available for  

stand-alone purchase.

Color/BLACK    

Part Number: AMED-B

Color/TAN   

Part Number: AMED-T

Assault Bag Features:

It offers a completely customizable 

interior, multiple methods of wear, and the 

ability to scale the pack size up or down 

depending on mission requirements.

The interior of the main pack is fully 

coated with loop-tape allowing the end 

user to arrange the included pouches in a 

configuration that meets their needs    

The sets included are:

1 Three zippered pouches with clear  

 PVC window.

2 Three zippered mesh pouches.

TACMED™ K9 HANDLER TRAUMA KIT TACMED™ ASSAULT MEDIC BAG

The TacMed™ Assault Medic Bag (AMED) is ideally suited to work as an assault aid-bag, vehicle bag, or combat lifesaver 

bag. The AMED can be worn as a backpack, hung as a panel, or slung over a shoulder like a messenger bag.  All critical 

inter ention items can e loaded in the top ap o  the ag or immediate access  The second main compartment is 

designed to hold items required for additional treatments and casualty packaging, and the rear sleeve is designed to 

contain triage and casualty marking materials. The front sleeve section is perfect for splints or other items. The bag is 

designed to provide one of the most compact, comprehensive treatment kits available.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-K9-Handler-Trauma-Kit
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Assault-Medic-Bag


hether you are a law en orcement o ficer on patrol or an EMS pro essional responding to a critical incident, the 

TacMed™ Patrol Trauma Response Pouch will pro ide you with the necessary components or on scene care when 

seconds count  Designed to e worn on the elt or a MOLLE plat orm, this compact it ta es up minimal space 

and locates critical equipment on the pro ider where it is most needed  The PTRP can e a stand alone pouch, or 

with the optional pouch attaching strap, it can e scaled up to accept either the LAPD it, Patrol Ri e Response 

Pouch, or standard Drop Leg Pouch  The PTRP has a di ider to eep the SO ® Tactical Tourniquet ide separate 

rom the Esmar  Bandage, compressed gau e, and o  Chest Seal  There is also indi idual storage or one pair o  

glo es

Contents:

  SO ®TT  in Rescue Orange or Blac

  Esmar  Bandage

  Compressed Gau e or    

  ui  Clot Com at Gau e  LE

  o  Chest Seal

PR  Glo es

Pouch-Attaching Strap sold separately

TACMED™ KITS                  61-62

Color/BLAC     

Part Number: TQAH

Features:

Dimensions: 4 x 14.5” (one size fits most)

SOF® Tactical Tourniquet not included

TACMED™ PATROL TRAUMA RESPONSE POUCH TACMED™ TOURNIQUET ANKLE HOLSTER

Storage o  essential equipment is a challenge or patrol o ficers or indi iduals wor ing low is or plain clothed 

operations  The TacMed™ Tourniquet An le olster allows the operator o ficer to com orta ly and discreetly wear a SO ® 

Tactical Tourniquet on either leg in irtually any mode o  dress  Positioning the tourniquet on the an le allows rapid 

access with either hand in the e ent o  a shooting  The design o  the holster allows the tourniquet to e remo ed rom 

the pouch in seconds with one hand, yet is secure enough to run with and not ris  the tourniquet alling out o   

the holster

Color/BLAC     

Com at Gau e LE

Part Number:  

PTRK-B-W-LE

Color/BLAC     

Com at Gau e

Part Number: PTRK-B-W

Color/RESCUE ORANGE    

Com at Gau e LE

Part Number:  

PTRK-B-RW-LE 

Color/RESCUE ORANGE    

Com at Gau e

Part Number: PTRK-B-RW

Clic  to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Clic  to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Patrol-Trauma-Response-Pouch
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Tourniquet-Ankle-Holster


Color/BLACK    

STOCKED KIT

Part Number: PRRK-B

Color/BLACK    

POUCH ONLY

Part Number: PRRP-B

As today’s law enforcement community continues to increase preparedness towards critical incident response, the 

need or equipping those responding o ficers has risen as well  The Patrol Ri e Response it o ers the indi idual 

patrol o ficer the a ility to ha e the necessary components or those emergency situations immediately a aila le 

to them, without the added di ficulty o  per orming reloads rom an uncooperati e sling ag  Internally, the 

contents allow or the e ecti e treatment o  li e threatening wounds, while e ternally, the pouch can hold 2  

30 round M4 AR  style maga ines and has MOLLE attaching sur ace on the ace to allow or the addition o  

equipment  The system can e worn ull time or detached rom the duty elt using the integrated uc les and 

quic ly snapped on during times o  crisis  It is also ully compati le with our Patrol Trauma Response Pouch  and 

select elt mounted tourniquet holders  Sold separately

Contents:

  PRRP ag 

  SO ® Tactical Tourniquet ide 

  4  OLAES® Modular Bandage  

  lat Pac ed 

  Beacon Chest Seal 2 pac  

  NPA with lu e 

   Trauma Shears 

  Adsa e ace Shield 

  Casualty Card 

PR  Glo es

TACMED™ KITS                  63-64
Clic  to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Clic  to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

TACMED™ PATROL RIFLE RESPONSE KIT

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/Patrol-Rifle-Response-Kit
https://youtu.be/6rFfLv7-pn8


25 pairs per box

Part Number: DFR12-25 

10 pairs per box

Part Number: DFR12-10

Available sizes: 

S, M, L, Xl, XXL

The Defender T was developed with direct input from US DOD 

personnel seeking a more rugged glove for use in tactical  

environments. Their input led to the features that make these 

gloves ideally suited for tactical operations.

PATENT PENDING

                        PERSONAL PROTECTION         65-66

DEFENDER T

Defender T Features:

1 Full 7mil thickness and puncture  

 resistant protection for use in the most  

 demanding environments.

2 Extended 12” length allows the cuff  

 to be worn over shirt sleeves providing  

 additional protection rom odily uids

3 Te tured finger tips or increased grip  

 and dexterity.

4 OD color allows or easy identification o   

 blood during wound sweeps in low light  

 situations or when operating  

 under goggles.

5 Gloves are resistant to adhesion of  

 veni-guard tape.

6 Latex free nitrile protection.

50 Pairs per box

Part Number: BLMX-50 

10 Pairs per box

Part Number:  

BLMX-10

Available sizes: 

S, M, L, Xl, XXL

The Black Maxx glove provides  

excellent protection for a reasonable 

price. Available in black only, the low 

signature gloves are ideally suited for 

operations in a tactical environment.

Black Maxx Features:

1 Full 4 mil thickness.

2 10” length.

3 Fully textured glove has  

 extraordinary stretch properties  

 reducing hand fatigue and increasing  

 tactile sensitivity.

4 Puncture resistant.

5 Gloves are resistant to adhesion of  

 veni-guard tape.

6 Latex free nitrile protection.

The TacMed™ Glove Pouch holds 10 pairs of gloves and 

is backed with hook tape to allow it to be mounted inside 

various bags.

Color/BLACK    

Part Number: GP-B 

Color/TAN    

Part Number: GP-T

Color/GREEN    

Part Number: GP-OD

Color/MULTI-CAM®    

Part Number: GP-MC

Available for purchase on GSA.

BLACK MAXX GLOVE POUCH

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/personal-protection/Gloves-Defender-T_2
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/personal-protection/Gloves-Black-Maxx
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/personal-protection/TacMed-Glove-Pouch


Part Number: N95-PFR

N95 PFR MASK

PERSONAL PROTECTION              67-68

The Fluidshield* PFR95* N95 Particulate Filter Respirator and Surgical Mask is pouch-style, with a large 

reathing cham er or added com ort, and is designed to pro ide an e ecti e acial fit as required or proper 

respiratory protection against certain airborne pathogens. 

Features Include:

1 A soft lining.

2 Orange color.

3 Two polyurethane headbands to secure the mask to  

 the face, helping ensure a tight facial seal and leakage  

 prevention around the mask edges.

4 NIOSH-approved (N95).

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/personal-protection/N95-PFR-Mask


Light Color: Blue   

Body Color/BLACK   

Part Number:  

MPLSB-BLUE 

Body Color/TAN   

Part Number:  

MPLST-BLUE

Light Color: Red   

Body Color/BLACK   

Part Number: MPLSB-RED 

Body Color/TAN   

Part Number:  

MPLST-RED

Light Color: White   

Body Color/BLACK   

Part Number:  

MPLSB-WHITE 

Body Color/TAN   

Part Number:  

MPLST-WHITE

TACTICAL ACCESSORIES  69-70

Patch Type: Medic

Part Number: TMP-1

Available for purchase on GSA.

The TacMed™ Patch uses glow in the  

dark letters to make you easily  

identifia le to teammates and casualties   

With Hook Velcro® ac ing these  

patches can e easily attached to  

your uni orm or equipment

Features:

 

 Ultra right LED  

2 A aila le with: 

   hite LED 

3 Includes four mounting  

 rac ets or ma imum  

 e i ility: 

   elmet Mount 

   MOLLE Mount 

   Picatinny Mount

   Magnetic Mount

4 Requires two \”2016\”  

 lithium atteries  

 (Included) 

5 POWER: 10 lumens 

 

6 BURN TIME: 36 hours 

7 WEIGHT: 25 g w/Batteries 

Made in the USA

The MPLS is a simple, relia le light source with multiple mounting options so that you can ha e light where you need 

it, when you need it  The MPLS is independent o  the mounting rac et and comes with mounts or helmet, MOLLE, 

and also magnetic attachment  By ha ing multiple mounts, you are a le to quic ly relocate the MPLS rom one 

mounted position to another  helmet to MOLLE to weapon and ac  A simple, ail sa e switching system switches 

rom low to high

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

MODULAR PERSONAL LIGHTING SYSTEMTACMED™ PATCHES

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-rescue-craft-gear/TacMed-Medic-Patch
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tactical-accessories/Modular-Personal-Lighting-System


TACTICAL ACCESSORIES  71-72

A standard tourniquet case similar to a ash ang pouch  

MOLLE-compatible.

A streamlined rapid-access tourniquet case. 

 MOLLE-compatible.

Color/BLACK    

Part Number: PTC-B

Color/TAN    

Part Number: PTC-T

Color/GREEN    

Part Number: PTC-OD 

Color/MULTI-CAM®    

Part Number: PTC-MC

Color/BLACK    

Part Number: TQ-C-B

Color/TAN    

Part Number: TQ-C-T

Color/GREEN    

Part Number: TQ-C-G 

Color/MULTI-CAM®   

Part Number: TQ-C-MC

Available for purchase on GSA with the exception of Tan.Available for purchase on GSA with the exception of Multi-Cam®.

Constructed of top quality leather, this tourniquet pouch is 

designed to pro ide instant access to the o ficer s tourniquet, 

while matching the style of their duty belt gear. Fits belts up 

to 2 ¼ inch with a slide on connection.

TOURNIQUET CASE PHANTOM® TOURNIQUET CASE PHANTOM® TOURNIQUET CASE LE LEATHER TOURNIQUET CASE

Color/BLACK    

Part Number: PTC-LE-B

Color/BLACK    

Plain Leather w/Emblem 

Part Number: TQ-C-LHSE

Color/BLACK    

Basket WeaveLeather 

No Emblem 

Part Number: TQ-C-LWHS

A streamlined rapid-access tourniquet case.  

MOLLE-compatible.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tactical-accessories/TacMed-Tourniquet-Case
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tactical-accessories/Phantom-Tourniquet-Case-New-Version
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tactical-accessories/Phantom-Tourniquet-Case-LE-Version
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tactical-accessories/Leather-Tourniquet-Case


Color/BLACK    

Part Number: PA-2-B

Color/BLACK    

DLIP2 

Part Number:  

TQ-C-DL2-B

Color/BLACK    

DLIP3 

Part Number:  

TQ-C-DL3-B

Color/BLACK    

Part Number: TQ-C-UM

Black Cordura tourniquet case with belt clip.

TACTICAL ACCESSORIES  73-74

LAPD KIT TOURNIQUET POUCH POUCH ATTACHING STRAP  UNCLE MIKE’S TOURNIQUET CASE

When the TacMed™ LAPD Kit is worn on the leg, it can attach 

to this tourniquet pouch worn on the o ficer s duty elt  

When the kit and tourniquet pouch are worn together, the 

detachable lower portion of the kit provides for additional 

medical capabilities if the situation dictates, while having the 

tourniquet a aila le or instant access on the o ficer s elt  

Designed only for the TacMed™ Patrol Trauma Response 

Pouch (PTRP), this Pouch-Attaching Strap has a 1.5” buckle 

that allows the PTRP to accept either the TacMed™ LAPD 

Kit, TacMed™ Patrol Ri e Response Pouch, or the standard 

TacMed™ Drop Leg Pouch.

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tactical-accessories/LAPD-Kit-Tourniquet-Pouch
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tactical-accessories/Pouch-Attaching-Strap
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tactical-accessories/Uncle-Mikes-Tourniquet-Case


TOURNIQUET STRAPS REMIX PRO NOD GEAR KEEPER

TACTICAL ACCESSORIES  75-76

Color/BLACK    

Part Number: 

TQ-STRAPS-B

Color/TAN    

Part Number: 

TQ-STRAPS-T

Color/GREEN    

Part Number:  

TQ-STRAPS-G

Available for purchase on GSA.

Body Color: Black    

Light Color: Blue    

Part Number: RPN-BK-W-B 

Light Color: Blue    

Part Number: RPN-BK-W-R

Light Color: Blue    

Part Number: RPN-BK-W-W

 

 

Body Color: White    

Light Color: Blue    

Part Number: RPN-BK-W-B 

Light Color: Blue    

Part Number: RPN-BK-W-R

Light Color: Blue    

Part Number: RPN-BK-W-W

Part Number: TSRET

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

The Remix Pro is powered by a single CR123 battery providing 

excelled performance in cold weather. It is lightweight and 

compact. While having multiple output modes to meet various 

requirements, the light always starts in low mode. Combining 

these features with a large on/off button, an easy access 

battery door, and a reliable asymmetrical bracket, The Remix 

Pro is an extremely versatile light ready for any environment.

This Tourniquet Strap System is fully adaptive for vertical 

and horizontal placement on any MOLLE surface based on 

user preference for access with both hands.This allows the 

user to take advantage of unused space and and to prioritize 

individual equipment layout. Comes in a set of two.

LED colors:

White/Blue

Body colors:

Tan/BlackMulti-Cam®

Mounting options:

Standard headlamp/MOLLE 

mount/NOD’S mount/

Rhino bracket helmet mount

Specifications Power:  

70 Lumens

Lamp: 3 Ultrabright LEDs, 1 

Maxbright

LED Burn Time: 40 Hours

Batteries: CR123

Weight: 66 Grams

UL Rating: Approved

Built for the MOLLE system, the Gear Keeper allows the user 

to tether gear in a way that allows full accessibility while 

preventing loss. Select appropriate force based on gear weight 

to retract and hold gear. The Velcro® strap securely fastens to 

the MOLLE system, allowing the Gear Keeper to pivot in any 

direction when needed.

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tactical-accessories/TacMed-Tourniquet-Straps
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tactical-accessories/Remix-Pro-Nod
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tactical-accessories/Gear-Keeper


#10

Part Number: SCAL10

#11

Part Number: SCAL11

KIT COMPONENTS                77-78

This disposable scalpel has a retractable sheath to protect  

the blade and the provider before and after use. 

Available pre-loaded with either a #10 or #11 blade.

Easy to tear surgical tape is something you just can’t have 

enough of. 

2 inch tape that comes in a 30 foot roll.

Size: 5.5”

Part Number: PIRANHA5

Size: 7.25”

Part Number: PIRANHA7

PIRANHA SHEARS

TyTek Medical’s Piranha Trauma Shears were engineered to 

meet and exceed the military’s stringent standards. They 

can cut through the tough material such as web gear, denim, 

leather, boots, and heavy winter clothing. They can also cut 

the softest materials such as gauze, which is where traditional 

trauma shears fail. 

Features:

1 Premium-grade, durable stainless steel tactical shears  

 blades for precision sharpness.

2 Reinforced, serrated edge for maximum cutting ability  

 through the toughest materials.

3 Clothing-lift lip and rounded tip for patient safety.

4 Ergonomic inlayed rubber grip and contoured handles for  

 maximum comfort and control.

Part Number: SURG TAPE BOARD 

Options: 

Tape Board with Surgical 2” Tape - 5 feet. 

Tape Board with Duct Tape - 5 feet.

The NPA is the airway 

adjunct of choice for the 

tactical environment. 

This 28F PVC nasal airway 

includes surgical lubricant.

DISPOSABLE SCALPEL SURGICAL TAPE TAPE BOARD NPA 28F WITH LUBE

Part Number: TAPE-2” Part Number: NPA 

NSN Number: 6515-01-444-5416

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/kitcomponents/Piranha-Shears
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/kitcomponents/Disposable-Scalpel
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/kitcomponents/2-Tape
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/kitcomponents/Tape-Board
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/kitcomponents/NPA-28F-w-Lube
https://youtu.be/6UF-VaUKmvg


Part Number: ZPAK

The Z-Pak Dressing is ideal wound packing cotton gauze. It 

is Z-folded to allow for fast, easy and clean extraction from 

the protective packaging while packing into a wound. The 

dressing is sterile, lint free and is vacuum sealed in a 2mm 

outer pack for greater durability.

4   4  yards o  sterile u ed rin le gau e or treatment o  

various wounds. 

KIT COMPONENTS                79-80

Part Number: PETGA 

NSN Number: 6510-00-202-0800

Excellent for occlusive dressings and other wound care. 

1 Size: 3” x 9”.

2 Sterile.

Protect yourself while helping others. This ultra-compact face 

shield is a out the si e o  an alcohol wipe and fits easily into 

virtually any kit.

Part Number: CRVT

These high-strength synthetic cravats are one of the most 

useful items in an aid bag. Use for splinting, bandaging, and 

many other tasks. Includes two safety pins, one of our other 

favorite multi-use medical items.

eat re ecti e lan et measuring 84   2  Great or eeping 

casualties warm or to pack in a go bag. When you don’t have 

the space for a Helios®, this is your best bet.

Size: 5.5”

Part Number: TS5 

Size: 7.25”

Part Number: TS7

Stainless steel 5.5” or 7.25” trauma shears with standard  

silver blades so you can see them when you drop them. 

Stainless steel 5”curved Halsted mosquito forceps.

Z-PAK GAUZE KRINKLE GAUZE COTTON TRIANGULAR BANDAGE EMERGENCY BLANKET

PETROLATUM GAUZE ADSAFE FACE SHIELD TRAUMA SHEARS MOSQUITO FORCEPS

Part Number: MOS

Part Number: KGR Part Number: EMERG-B

Part Number: ADFS

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/kitcomponents/Petrolatum-Gauze
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/kitcomponents/Adsafe-Face-Shield
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/kitcomponents/Trauma-Shears
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/kitcomponents/Mosquito-Forceps
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/kitcomponents/Z-PAK-Gauze
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/kitcomponents/Krinkle-Gauze
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/kitcomponents/Cotton-Triangular-Bandage
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/tacmed-kits/TacMed-Warm-Zone-Bag
https://youtu.be/qDRhDPE6tro
https://youtu.be/n_cNP3ZgAhk


Part Number: IVECS 

NSN Number: 6515-01-530-7024

The I  E aporati e Cooling System I ECS  was de eloped to pre ent I  uids rom reaching e cessi ely hot 

and potentially dangerous temperatures  ot uids are counter producti e when treating heat casualties  hen 

operating in a desert or any low humidity hot environment, this becomes a serious concern.

The I ECS  e ficient design maintains uids at a sa e temperature or up to 8 hours without additional cooling 

assistance. The cooling systems are cost effective and re-usable. They can easily be converted to a pressure 

infuser with the addition of a standard blood pressure cuff. It will accommodate both 500ml and 1000ml bags. 

The IVECS™ pro ides an e ecti e, power ree means o  deli ering I  uids at a sa e temperature under ad erse 

conditions and in harsh climates.
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IVECS

HOW DOES IT WORK?

The IVECS™ does not need to be cooled prior to inserting 

the IV bag. The only step required is to soak the pouch for 

approximately 15 minutes. It is not like a cold pack that 

absorbs or transfers heat energy from one mass to another 

to cool. The pouch cools through the method of evaporation. 

The temperature is controlled by the movement of water in 

the form of gas traveling over the surface area of the IV bag. 

While the circulation of air around the bag is important to 

allow ma imum e ficiency, it is not required

The IVECS™ is an essential piece of equipment for any care 

provider operating in extreme conditions.

According to guidelines established by the leading authority 

on patient care and sa ety in the US, uids stored at am ient 

temperatures in Iraq, Afghanistan, and other desert areas 

around the world are not maintained at a safe temperature. 

The average daily temperatures in these areas can be in 

excess of 54º C (130º F). Other studies indicate that the 

administration o  uids at temperatures e ceeding 2 2  C 

(126º F) can damage tissue and blood cells. While forward 

surgical units, combat support hospitals, and vehicle-based 

heath care pro iders ha e the a ility to store uids at sa e 

temperatures, the combat medic or wilderness medical 

provider do not.

Available for purchase on GSA.

Recent reports from Iraq have shown the IVECS™ to maintain 

uids at temperatures well elow the esta lished ma imum  

One soldier reported a temperature of 35.5 C (96º F). This 

demonstrates the impact of the addition of a light breeze and 

occasional shade, which make the IVECS™ even more effective.

Tests conducted by USAMRMC (US Army Medical Research 

& Material Command) proved the IVECS™ is effective in 

extremely harsh, unrealistic conditions. The bag was tested 

over a period of 13.5 hours at a temperature of 54º C (130º F) 

and a maximum of 5% humidity with no wind. The chart below 

displays the results of the test.

Within 2.5 hours, the control bag was already at an ambient 

temperature of 54º C (130º F). The bag stored in the IVECS™ 

was only 43.3º C (110º F) and then began a very slow climb to 

a maximum temperature of 50º C (122º F), four degrees below 

the maximum recommended temperature for blood products 

and uids

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/circulation/TacMed-IV-Evaporative-Cooling-System
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Part Number: SLK

The Tac Med Solutions™ Saline Lock Kit provides all of the 

items necessary to emplace a saline lock.

Contents:

1x  IV Tourniquet (latex-free)

2x  Alcohol Pads 

2x  IV Catheter 18 x 1 1/4” 

1x  Adapter- Smartsite (saline lock) 

1x  Tegaderm 

2x   Gauze 2x2 

1x  Linebacker IV Securing Device 

1x  10ml Saline Syringe

The Tac Med Solutions™ Vascular Access Kit provides all of 

the items necessary to gain vascular access and administer IV 

uids, e cept or the uids  

Contents:

1x  IV Tourniquet (latex-free)

2x  Alcohol Pads

2x  IV Catheter 18 x 1 1/4”

1x  Adapter- Smartsite (saline lock)

1x  Tegaderm

2x   Gauze 2x2

1x  Linebacker IV securing device

1x  Admin Set 15 Drip

1x  Hypodermic Needle (18G x 1.5in.)

Available for purchase on GSA. Available for purchase on GSA.

Part Number: REDI SPLINT

REDI SPLINT
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These moldable splints are one of the most versatile 

immobilization tools you can carry. Slightly more rigid than 

standard moldable splints, they work well for long bone 

fractures. Flat folded for easy storage.  

 

Measures 4” x 36” unfolded.

SALINE LOCK KIT VASCULAR ACCESS KIT

Part Number: VAK

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/circulation/TacMed-Saline-Lock-Kit
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/circulation/TacMed-Vascular-Access-Kit
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/immobilization/Redi-Splint


The TacMed™ Combat Casualty Tag is one of the most effective and easy-to-use casualty marking/information 

cards available. Despite the cards small size, the casualty diagrams are clear and easy-to-use. The check-box 

system minimizes the amount of writing required, while highlighting critical interventions and injuries. The cards 

also provide patient and equipment tracking abilities. The CCT card is printed on waterproof tear-resistant paper 

to withstand the elements and ody uids
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Part Number: CCT CARD

COMBAT CASUALTY CARD

CCT Features:

Despite the cards small size, the casualty diagrams are clear  

and easy to use. The check-box system minimizes the amount  

of writing required, while highlighting critical interventions 

and injuries. The cards also provide patient and equipment 

tracking abilities. The CCT card is printed on waterproof  

tear-resistant paper to withstand the elements and 

ody uids

The CCT is available in packs of 10.
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Simple, Durable, Accurate. You don’t need complications  

when performing an assessment so sometimes the basics  

are the best.

One of the most popular acoustic scopes, the Adscope 603, 

combines outstanding acoustic performance with  

rugged durability.

The 603 series features:

1 Combination diaphragm/bell chestpiece precisely  

 machined to exacting tolerances from surgical stainless  

 steel for outstanding performance and rugged durability.

2 Extra large bell (1 3/8 diameter) for unsurpassed low  

 frequency response.

3 Ultra-sensitive diaphragm (1 7/8 diameter) for greater  

 amplification and crisper high requency response

4 Non-chill bell and diaphragm retaining rims for  

 patient comfort.

Part Number: BP CUFF

BP CUFF ADSCOPE

STETHOSCOPE ONLY 

Part Number: SCOPE

w/ BP CUFF 

Part Number: SCOPE-BP

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT 
ONLINE

Click to 
SEE PRODUCT VIDEO 
ONLINE

http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/triage/TacMed-Combat-Casualty-Tag
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/diagnostics/BP-CUFF
http://www.tacmedsolutions.com/products/diagnostics/ADSCOPE
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